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Parkland Chapel Distinctives   

  

What makes Parkland Chapel, Parkland Chapel? Why do we do what we do?   

  
From the beginning the model for our church is from Acts 2:42. Teaching, fellowship, communion, prayer, and 

discipleship are foundational to our ministry in the Parkland. It is modeled in the Bible for the new church, but what 

does this model look like in modern day? After many years we have established eight distinctives that are effective for 

our family of believers. As you read through these distinctives and reasons for why we do what we do, keep in mind 

that we are just one representation of the body of Christ and what works for our people does not necessarily work for 

another body.   

  

1. Verse by Verse teaching through the whole Bible  

We are currently on a 21 year plan to teach through the entire Bible. We look to discover Jesus in every 

passage (John 5:39). Our assemblies are centered around teaching instead of preaching. We teach because 

teaching appeals to the mind which in turns affects the heart. The heart then sets the mind in place giving the 

mind a reason for the change, while preaching appeals to the heart which then makes a convert of the mind. 

The latter is not as effective because it appeals to emotions which can be wavering. We want to grow 

disciples, not converts. We believe the church’s purpose is to make disciples and to equip them for the work 

of the ministry (Ephesians 4:11-12).  

  

We strive to make the Bible and teaching relatable. Practically, our pastor sits on a swivel stool. Sitting while 

teaching gives the implication of “we are doing this together”. From his stool our pastor teaches the Bible in 

a relatable and vulnerable way. We could clean up our stories for church consumption, but that is not real 

life. As the Bible becomes relatable and starts to flesh itself out in real life, there becomes not distinction 

between the secular and sacred. When the word of God begins to change one’s life, everything is sacred. It 

becomes a part of one’s life rather than something one does in the morning or at night or on 

Sunday. Every part of life is used as a testament to God.   

  

2. Organic Discipleship  

We are all reproducing ourselves whether we know it or not. Because the Bible naturally disciples, our 

people become our evangelistic program. As they change, they draw people to them like a bug zapper. When 

Jesus commissioned his disciple to go and make disciples, the word is not “GO”, but rather “as you are 

going”. We don’t have many programs as a church to impact our communities, rather our people go out to 

influence their area (work, hobbies, sports, shopping places etc).   

  

Get the men! Get the men to attend church. Get the men to serve. Get the men to lead their families. By 

God’s design when we get the men, the men change the family, the family changes their community, and the 

community changes culture.   

  

Organic doesn’t mean unintentional. We believe it means being friendly, generous, and hospitable. As a 

church our discipleship “programs” are opportunities to get together. We have two five week small group 
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sessions a year to discuss the past Sunday’s teaching and how it applies to life. We have a wide range of ages 

that attend, and each demographic has an opportunity to learn from each other. We encourage everyone to 

intentionally invest in someone younger than them. Discipleship looks different for different people, it can be 

studying the Bible together, meeting up weekly to pray, sharing meals, doing laundry together, watching 

basketball or a little bit of everything listed. Discipleship means doing life together, however that may 

look. In the end discipleship is all relational.  

  

3. Never ask anyone but God for a penny  

This distinctive was inspired by George Muller and Francis and Edith Schaeffer. We don’t talk about money 

at Parkland Chapel unless we come across it in scripture. There are tithes and offering boxes in the back of 

the sanctuary or in the foyer so one can give as one feels lead to do. The first ten percent of whatever is given 

to us is given to ministries locally, nationally, and globally.  

  

4. Flexibility  

“Blessed are the flexible for they shall not be broken” Chuck Smith. As in life, it is important to stay active to 

stay healthy. Static churches are dead or dying. For us, this means changing things as things change. It could 

be small changes such as adding some artwork on a wall or big changes like adding a new sanctuary. We do 

not get too comfortable and strive to keep things fresh. We aren’t afraid to cut off ministries or events that 

were once thriving but have run their course. We are open to new ministries and ideas that further the 

kingdom.   

  

5. Government   

Our church government is based off the Moses 

model (right). We have no church politics or 

committees. There are few board members, but many 

leaders. This allows us to make quick decisions 

that are confirmed through prayer, and we are able to 

move with the Spirit. Our board makes all the business 

decisions, the elders help with the spiritual, and 

deacons help with the practical.  
  

 
 

 
 

6. Prayer  

Prayer is foundational in any church or Christian walk. As a church we model praying for someone 

immediately after they ask for prayer whether in Walmart, at a restaurant, at the races. Pray right then and 

there. Exercising this habit builds faith to pray in public and it will change people. It puts feet to one’s 

faith. Eventually prayer is not something that one feels he or she should do, but it becomes a lifestyle.   
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7. Building/Grounds Availability  

The practical leads to the spiritual. Much of what we do practically on our grounds is to break down barriers 

to get people into the church building or on to the grounds. If someone will come to the tent maybe he or she 

will come to the sanctuary. If a youth comes to play basketball maybe he or she will come to youth group on 

a Sunday. We have seen that as people are comfortable being on the property, they become comfortable with 

church. The church should be a hub of people’s lives, not a spoke. We make our building and grounds 

available and easily accessible to our people outside of service times.  

  

8. Service Opportunities  

Service is a “get to”; it is not a “have to”. We do have needs, but we don’t have to have volunteers; we get to 

have volunteers.  Service is a part of a mature Christian life, and we encourage all members to serve in some 

sort of capacity if they have been consistently attending for approximately six months. We ask servants to 

commit to serving only once a month. They are welcome to serve more if they wish. We ask for only once, 

so to not burn people out.   
  

 


